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ABSTRACT

An investigation and analytical study of antenna array elenents has been

..arried out tn determine the influence of an individual element of specific

characterictice on the performance of an array and, on the basis of elemeat

performance, to present data which would assist the element designer in

selecting the optimum element. A comprehensive literature suarvey forms

parts of the basis for, and becomes a supplement to, the analytical study.

While the literature survey covera and records any type and size of array
wvith any number of elements, the anailyical investgation analyzes 49- to

215- element behavior and results in a determination of the 100-element I
characterist-ics in the UHF (400 Mc) through X-Band (10.5 Gc) range of

frequencies, Other parameters and limits for the analytical investigation it
include:

(I) Power handling capability (100 wa.ts to 20 kilowatts)

(2) Terminal impedance (25 ohms to 1000 ohms)

(3) Signal bandwidthse (from 10% at UHF to 5% at X-Band)

(4) Gain

(5) Polarization

For the !.te-atrre eeth portion of the prcjed. (Pha:e 1), a retrieval file

syste. waedesiged "- L~effic eyscr cards fc~ thesystem produced;

- -___i-



literature fsources anid contacts were estaý-1 ,Oe and are being used1 for

data retrieval and literature source data,

?base 11, mamalysis of array semenents and per~orýnance patterns.

PhAse IlLnivolves the flna!. presentation of al -findings.
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EVALUATTON

1. Contract .!430(602)3707 enticled, "Array Element Study", is an

engineering investigation to prc'vide array element data in a tabulated•I card file form which would facilitate locati-on of pertinent element

data and which could easily be updated. A literature search and
analysis of available element data has been performed. Results of the
4aercb were tabulated on notched cards, which make use of a simple numer-
ital coding scheme that allows one to readily obtain desired element data

by use of known perfurmance requirements. For example, if a particular
array gain is required then one can use the appropriate code number to
select only those data cards on which that desired gain is specified.
Knowledge of additional requitements, such as polarization, beamwidth,
_.c., further reduces the number of data cards to be checked, until
only the most pertinent cards remain. In addition tv specific element
data, each of the cards contains the reference source from which the

j data was obtained along with an abstract of the article. The card file
presently consists of approximately 500 data cards.

2. The analytical portion of this effort was directed toward further
analyzing those areas in which available researched data was limited or
for wbhich major contradictions existed between various investigators.
The anzlysis resulted in the development of a unique technique for
predietting array pat~tern performance. The primary result of the analysis

was in the definition of an optimum array element pattern, optimum from
the standpoint of providing constant impedance VS scan characteristics,
over a specified scan sector, when a namber of such elements are used
to constitute a phased array antenna. A synthesis based on the results
of the analysis was initiated late in the study. The synthesis will
provide a means by which various array functions, such as mutual coupling
can be defined. The functions thus obtained will be used to provide
element design parameters within the limits of thie specific element
considered. Further analytical effort resulted in the development of a
technique termed "Pattern Ratio Techniques". It provides a means by
which the impedance VS scan characteristics of an array can be calculated
by using the ratio of the patterns obtained when a single element in the

array is driven with three different impedances with all other array
elements terminated. This technique offers significant simplicity over

coiiventional means for measuring the impedance VS scan characteristics
of an array.

!~ ~.i1½~~ EDARD CHRISIMPtE
Project Engineer
RODC, GAFB, NY
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Uner Contract AF 30(602)-3707, -L W. Marchetti, Inc. has ra-r'ied out

an nvetigtio an anenna array element study. Acquired information,

was included in a prelimninary study of elernent-array performance character-

ist4i;s based upon this information. The study ý_md anal ysis result, preseXnted

in a useful form with the retrieved information will aid the phased-array

designer in selecting the optimum element on the basis of its performance
ZA

in the array. Z;V

The final summary of the study and delineation o! thio three inrerrelated

phase s are discuissed in the following paragraphs.

liase I. Retrieval and recording of material - Array elemeut retrieval

adr ecording information in an expedient form for the use of the z~rra~yA

designer and the study project personnel. This phase included the followin~g .:

tasks:

~ File card design and production (file system formation).

k Establishment of literature sources and contacts,

Information retrieval from literature sources.

Recording literati-re tc Keysort file cards.

Card Notching (for coded selection of data by designers).

Classification and grouping of elements,

1-i 44
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c. G~trapi re!nation of analysisu reseults foraecific array dis fours ance
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SECTION ]I

PHASE TASKS CO•PII;TED

The f•al project eff•. has been directed toyard comple•on of the Phaoe [

. and Phase If •nvestigation and study• The final result is Phase HI. In

Phase I this included literatuxe search, antemn• azrzy d•ta acquisition •Lud

recordin{• of data o= the Keysort file cards, The anal,•dcal •rk Of P1•tse II

:Lu•:!uded complete card information review and other source review pert•.nent
S • to •lement performance. This final report summarizes the com•ted effort

and inc!udes the l•test resu!ts of the analytical s•udy,

l
Documents were received from various sources such as DDC TAB• a•d

!ndexe•, Government Clearing House reports and docu•nents from h'bra•ries,

A cons•'ant review of these documents resulted in significan£ values and

parameter• recorded on •he Keysort c•rds.
%

The sun, mary of thi• report, is as foilow•:

Phase [: Documents received from DDC and other sources to date: •55

Total Keysort card• fi]led out with antenma el•ment h•format•on• 4•.•

Phase iT: Ana•yzictl study of the complete inves•ation £s finalized o

. in th•s report.



TrABLE 2-1

PR.O~iRES AND STATUS SUMMARY

PHSTAOK UJNITS STATUS
COMPLETE

Kaysort File Czrd 1000 cards Design complete-

blormation design and received card.e received and

ReLtrieval Iand produiction used

P.Recordins

to' -ton and oat;-blish- 335 Reports received

v,ant of literature aourcet, fronm DDC and other
sou~rces.

litera'ture information on 403 Cards

ca-.As filled out

Card nojtching 403 Cards

Element types, c-ards 403 Cards grouped

clzassifik.d and grouped by element types: slotr,1

dipole s, ett.

11Literature study, element Completed

Analytical typevn and pattern from
Study and card information

ti ai n Extended analysis Complete in his
report.

Planning tecbniq~xes Keysort card file
established. Review
type discourse oi

analyz~ed data. Final
presefltatiaor1.

LUOgal Presentation Complete

Presentation
of retrieved
&n analyzed

i f ir ai m Tech. Dloc. Rpt. Cor.,plete

Graphic, written presetnta- Design complete -

tion of retrieved liteeatux'e 403 cards with info~rra-

information tion rec~orded. 403
cards notched.

2-2
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SECTION MI

ANTENNA ANALYSIS

{< The foll~owing concludes the analyltic invzstigation of the antenna element

study under Contract No. AF 3Oý'0O2')-37O7. The recommendztions and

descripti'n of the study is summarized below.

Research sh~owed large gaps ai arent between experimental, theoretir-al s~i

o-- rtnta array ele.-nent perforxinance ancoluisactually reached

£rgiven element. types to phased array antennas of medi~umr or large magnitde.

Cor-clusivý. facts primarily appeared in the lin,-ar current element areas, such

-s dipoles and certain spiral types. In the course of study, a partial or

complete lack of theoretical visualization ofLp based array p.vblenms became 6

anparent,

Project study showed that major effort- had been ex-oended to minimize mutual-

impedances, mutual couplings and such entities. This technique did not

prove that a few elements mi,:iiznized wozild be wholly eliminated for a large

number. Decision was made to construcl, a Lýory of phased arrays anti to

test these- ttheories with experimental resa;rch. The results of the research

Vtheory discussed in- the previous reports are now combined with the final

report.

The rt-sulta presented irtc .
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-~A mothod for the determiniation of the impedance properties oi element

~~•~4 rrayra ntlxe'ý from~ pattern measurements driving a single element.

Z. For Iosaless antenna elements, a specific relationship between the

F~povw~ Pattern1 of a single elemnent in the array and the impedance properties,

thereof.

3. A method of synthesizing certain classes of antenna elements in terms

of their properties when immersed in an array rather than as isolated radiators..

f n*
it, 4. A technique for handling infinite or very large arrays whose general

simplicity and power recommends it as a tool for further investigation.

415. Suggeated approaches for the theory developed fcr infinite arrays which

promise to be fruitful for studying finite arrays.

~ -~.The structure of steered arrays had to be examined to determine the applicable

theory. A minimal result was obtained from tremendous expended effort

accomplished on collections of arbitrary antennas in terms of their mutual

impedances and matrices involving power integrals. General theories were

applied equally to antenna array obtained from cleaning out antenna ware-

I houses, antenna placement at random ground areas and study of their mutual

impedances. It is evident that a highly organized structure is noted, whenI reference is made to steerable array antennas, particularly for radar

application. Steerable antennas are composed principally of identical

elements arranged in a regular pattern. The regular pattern consists off a group of mcrtions, including reflections and rotations. These carry a

are congruent.

3-2
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entire antenna into the entire antenna and the antenna structure ia thus

presented in its stron~gest light, In assumning the arbitrary elements

ilectangular grid, array functions consisting of a quantity or fam-ily of

V 2 qu.antities must be obtained. The functions thus obtained from the values

of a certain quantity defined at the various antenna elements as coefficients

in a double Fourier series, prove to be a naatural, strong method of treating

array phenomena. Replace elaborate infinite matrix niultiplicat-.ons (and

~ allied operations), with a simple multiplication scalar function of two variables.

Evidence th-, fact that these functions are similar to ordinary im-pedance, etc.

o± circuit theory. Therefore ordinary circuit thcor-y i-eiiult. OuggezL ir-esults

Exts~ded techniques in Section II are based on information outlined in Section 1.

As a result of this expanded theory, an essential description of the impedance

A ~properties of the array mnay be obtained, if array elements are terminated-

successively with three different irmrpedances and the ratio oi the radiated

power densities under these three conditions for a unit power drive on one

element is mneasured. The surprising result is that neither passivity nor

~44 ecprctyofth ary ndr -dy, ia required. If the antenna elements

array is passive and lossless (not necessarily reciprocal)~, the pattern may

be obtained. The mea-surements may involve ratio of quantitie~s only.

Meastirement is~ fn h hat the test anzenna pnd aatenna, being measured need

not be at a constant distance point -to-point, nor need the generator po~wer out.

- sN.----k-
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4 put remain constant any longer thani is needed for the mea.'atrement at a

_ givent direction with the three different impedances. The particular

impedance quantities derive from the way an antenna is used in practice.

w~ iiDrive combinations which produce suitable shape beams, side lobe levels,

J etc. in or over a given direction range are desirable rather than uniform

_J, ~impedaunce for arbirary assignation of drivea to the antenna element.SO

Primarily, this means the combinations of drives which produice reasonableI~r azite~ma beams not the apparent impedance properties fnr any o-rive combina-

tionz. A function conetructed by Fourier series technique from the reflection

coefficient, selfg and mutual, of the array is shown to bear an intimate

relatinsip orthe beam formed by the antenna and an equal relationship

I ~to the powers reflected from the terminals of the antenna when drivjen to

I produce such a beam. The result is a desired antenna power angular density

pattern to subsist over the angular region in which a scan is made cf a pencil-

like beam, if for the scan angles widthin that region the antenna terminals present

* an apparently constant impedance to the signal sources.

Prevriously, this result was derived for the lossless case and einph-asis was

made that it was not only undesirable fcr the multual impedances, couulings,

etc. to vanish but that it was impossible for them to vwansh for rectangular

-4cig les ehn an amount appreciably gre~ater than one-half wave length.r

I The very constancy of apparently terminal impedances on all driven antenna

-AN
vg

temnl eedsuotemta couplings et .- not ben eo

-- s -- ~ _________M



In the first portion of this Section unJikely situations of impedance are

discussed. The impedance properties depen.J on a series of 2nutual impedances

Vmultiplied by trigonometric terms to form a Fourier series. It is urliKely

that a lew terms of the series will represent the total sum adequately as the

series is not absolutely convergent. In Section H, relationship between

measured antenna patterns and impedinct,, properties for lossless elements

are defined in a more meaningful manner. in this case, the pattern properties

of a ngle elermnt determines the impedance properties of the array. To

choose adequate elements for a steerable array antenna provided the elements

produce suitable polarization patterns, the only criteria beyond physical

convenience is that impedance presented to the transmitter to produce

variety and scan of beam remain constant and that as a receding array, the

'I noise fLgure degradation attributable to the array is minimized. These

are both wrapped up in the constancy of impedance seen by any terminal when

the array beorn is formed and scanned. The cnnstancy of impedance experi-

mentally determined by measurements on the power of a single element are

discussed in previous chapt3rs. To determine suitability of an element

pattern, suggestions have been given as to Smith chart construction. Indication

is that the pattern measurements produced by a single radiator element with

a variety of at least three terminating impedances are of a greater value

than mutual impedance patterns for one termMI-nat-un- Mipedance -

Recommendation i s therefore made for an experimental array to be con-

structed for use on the RADC antenna range of between 1IX II and 13X 13

3-5
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-:1 with the facility for presentation of three distinct impedan~ces to all the

-,V, avray celements. It sFhould contain facilities for driving the center elementA

'~ only and measuring its pattern ratios for the three imipedances. The ante-na

ahould be constructed~ .5n a zeasonable grid spacing (changing the frequency

V ~willU affect the vrrietyý with standard connectors on theýfa..i This would

allw a variety of emnttobe cnetdto it. inm mesuin

muul4n cross impedances have been the greatest corAt expenditure on

prevousantenna aryivsiain.I diint rvdn omls

inteesthasbeen stimulated in~ o~her areas. For example, this a:nalvsis

and suycan be extended to more elaborate radiator systerns.

Only a limited number of functions need to be calculated, tie raw material

J is then provided for a large variety of antenna design. It is recommended

that functions be calcU!--ed for a suitable range of d~ipole sjý4cing. Minim-am

definitive answers shiould be obtained to the questions relating to one dipole

in front of a ground plane, sing'le dipole and parasit:k- radiators as a useful-ii turnstile in front of a ground plaae.

To better analyze the element patterns and to complete the study, the fiactio'lal

aspects of the previous report TR No. G-149-QR3, Section Dal have been

2 ~~included in this final report as Appendix ILII

Appendix II consists of all publication key coding, Master C% e - I and 11,

type of data and the source of in~formati~or. recorded.

3-6
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APPENDDIX

1. Array FunCtions

I ~We shall conc4rn ou?801"'es with plane antenna arrays conetructed on a rectai~n-

gular grid. All o'f the results derived have analogues for arrays on more

general grids coý-reapanding to the seventeen plane crystallographic groups.

We restrict ourselv-es prima~i! ly in the interest of clarity.

*Ikk
The grid may b'e coordinati zed by integer pairs in the usual fachion. Thus~,

if the di fections along tire grid axes are given names, say up and down and

left and righ~t, then the nuxnberiiig of the grid points by integer pairs can be

accompli shed so that if (ui, n) is the pair associated with a given point then

(m + 1, n) is the point im-n'-dlately to the right of the first and (in, n +l

the point immediately abo-'re the first.

V,
I If we take the grid point (0, a~ s~ the or'igin of a space coordinate system

suitably- nretc hntegi on (. )i tpsto '

where 1, and I Z are the spacings between adjaceait elements along the two

iare: the oeurd m isatIIid.lae

We nw asumethat aninfinite ara fidentbcalaneaelmtsrepcd

onthe grid with one element at each grid point. For the time being these

elements may be quite compvle- an An pai-La.armahveantrial

each. The important thing is that the elementi; be identical i~ad have identical

orientation except for their particular grid point., hsi h coordinate

IN I



SystMm1 Were tranie1ated along eiQ%2ir or lz b ~~.;

S anow grid point any desc-.iption of V~ tho first coorc~vzt"?.' r-

traslati~on invarience. eah ri

~f4t Now there are various quantitiers defined for each element at ecgrdpoint,
Fo - example, if each element hat, a terminal labeled I we might write L',e

voltage on terminal 1 of the elenr1ttL atpsto1m )a ,(,n.A

somse position ca-each elemet-c, ide-Atical relative to the grid point of aic

element, there may be a vector current density. We might label the position

on the aemeient oC and write the vector density at cC for the element at

with respect to an eleme~nt and use grid coordinates as arguments.

Q anies such as vot nes curentsl eincirenterves etbc. ret dfone lfbor

notation introduced above indicates. In general such electrical quantities

depend upon the particular excitation applied. Other quantities are functions

of the array structure. These include in-. 3edances, admnittances, reflection

coefficients, and other transfer quantities. Now since the elements are identical,

~~ and any one is in the same e.ý.;r.inment as any other, structural quantities

which depend only on a single element are constant from element to element.

Thus for example if z 1(in,n) is the impedance at ter-.-inal I of element

A-2
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v ~other terminala of all o~ther elemnents are open circuited then

3 n.& z where (p q is the position osmeothreeet

irýAh'.c a:-, other elernent. We can therefore write z (m, n)~ 1'v
no argLrmeilts.

4iA rnoit i'm-p-:-ant class of qtwtratiuier. depend nct iponI orne Clement but upcon two

menit (m, n) and terminai I on elemient ( ,q ~.We can w~rite. this asz

(m,n; P, q ).The definition assumnes th~at all other terminals are- ter-minated

elernert. Now we comne to the far reaching consequence of translation invariernce.

Since z (in,rn; p, q )depends only on the structure of the array translation

invarietice implies that

11 z 1  (m, n p, q)=z1 (m +r. n+ s;p +r, q +s)

for any -ntegers r, s. We can thus write 
I

MI.
1.2 (mn; p q)z Inp. -q)

The arguments in z (r, s) as in the right hand side of 1. 2 are not element

positions or grid point coordinates. They do define the translation whicA t

carries the second of the elements, Upon which the quantity depends, into the
first upon which -A depends. A similar argurnent can be applied tv an) quazntity

A-3 
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Wh~taDOOVo w~hich depends upon two elements. F'or example, we might have

ac the mutu~al admittance between terminal I on the first

elarncst avA te min&.1 2 on the second.. The pa.ir (r, a) defitnes the tganslation

wichi carrie~s the second element into the first. In gener~al then for structura!

quatite, dep~nding upon two elemnent,-

1.3 a~~; p, q) Q (m - p. n - q)

Now for purely mathematical reasons it is a little inconveniient for some3?' qua.ntities to depend on elenrient p~itions and others on translations. We

obvserva however that the qimntitiea which depend on position are jus&. those

which will a-rise when some set of gen~erawirs, etc. are attached to the array.I

If the genera tors were disconnected and moved to a new location on the zcray

and roconnected in the sar~ie relative fashio'n as before, all of the quaantities

dependent on position would appear as before exccept for a trans~lation. The

-~ quantities thus depend u1p~n position only by an implied * z-ference to ele.-nent

(0, 0) as the origin of the position coordinate system, That is to say, we may

take position as defined by a translation from the origin. As a result we may

:egard the argumenetg in expressions like a1 (m,n) as translations and e (1-n~n)

as a quantity depending upon element (0~, 0) thus

1.4 e1 (m IX) e1 (M. n; 0.,0)

~ i~iiv
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The dnannex in which it depends upoL element (C: 0) in simple: the dependence

is that (0, 0) is the origin of a coordinate syetem wvitbii which we wii discuas

sorn.e paticular exritlan or other "rray popertiee whose nate is not

translation invarient.

The above may seem to be an %aecersary complication of thoot howe•ar

the auccess of the method to be employed d&pends upcn this Idendi•cation Uf

the quantities considered as nctkicns on the members of the tr•a•nlaion grouw

under wi-ch the array structure is invarient.

For simplcity suppose now that we have culy one terminal at each 1,c&tioziu.

Letting e (ni. n) be the voltage (at (m, n)), i(m, u) be the current and

z (m, n; p, q) be ,the -tual impedance between (m., n) and (p, q ) we

have

1.5 e (-n,n) z (ine.; p,q) i (p, q)
ps q

where the summation extends over all (p. q ) Lor which i(p, q) 0 0. By

I. Z this can be written

1.6 e (M, n) = z (M-p, n-q ) i {p.q )
p, q

Similarly with a muttzal admittance y (it, a) we have



1.y 1(n) v -p,n-q) ~(p q)

Sice1 6 and~ 1. 7 ýdascriba the same structure and either the driving currents

or teh driving~ valtzgw; can be cho~een independently, we have

pq

y (ni-p, ni-q) z (p-i', q-s)

~(r,, s '1 0 if r 0 or s/ or'both

We rernark that the existance of z and y as linite quantities for all

positions is assumred. The summations in 1. 8 are in general in-Firtite. Further

in genexal either 1. 6 or 1. 7 involves a~n infinite summation. Now suppose, by

measur.~ement or other means, we are given the mutual impedances z (-n, n)

and we wi-sh to calculate the currents resulting f~rom a given sct of drive voltages.

First we must solve an infinite set of simultaneous equations in infinitely many

variables usinp eauation 1.8. Next we imast take the y (m,n) t-hus obtained

and compute an in~finite number of possible infinite sums using equation 1.7

Ifor the i (m,n). To do this directly is scarcely possible. We must find

qn. inw.Ir'ect miethod. The

A-6



technique to be descri~.ited turns out to have a significance beyanz, corntbj.

convenience.

Let tmm form. the (formal) sum j

~~e~~q~e(px +qy)
1.10 e (X,y) ~ epp.q)q

where out of deference to the electrical convention Thnue

e (p, q) isth c~oefficient of e y in the Pourier expansion

of e(y ;-athe irdzzml -lx 4 1, -I<v 4+1 Obviougly, efx~y) is

eriJ--. 4, x and y with perior* 2 in each variable. In a similar faahdctD dofnne

W((px +qy)

pq

; .,aaider the formnal deriv'ation

v A-7
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We c tlid ev~ors i-arzy zut L 6 by fin-3Ing z (X. Y), i(x.- Y)

by 1. Ii, inu1Wiplz i-L resadtg to find e (V~ ) and then finiding e (P. q) "rl

the Fisewir ~ fru

-4
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We would have two infirite Burninations and as many integrations as we desire

values of e (p, q). This~ might be eaaier than many infinite summations but the

advantage is not great. A more clear-cut advantage arises when y (p,q)j2

is wanted or i (p, q) as a function olf (p, q). lIfwe start with 1. 8 and

set m-r a, n-b b thern since the range of sumnmation is infinite

l. (a. b)= z la p, b - q) y (p, q)

¾where we have substitutied p-r -,. p, q-s q. This ir, of the sax.ne

fomas 1. 6.If we define y (x, y) as waaz x,y) inl 11 nformthpro-

duct z (x, Y) y (x. Y) then 'ust as in 1. 12

1.16 N. " y NY) q
or since all but one term vaniSshes on the r-- at

or

1.18 yY(xy) z z~.Y)

A -9



'TThis could be deduced from 1, 13 ~i~t the~ derivadon for the multiplic~tieti

of ~iWo Infinite matrices i-nvolved in the passage fromn 1. 8 to 1. 15 to 1. 14 is

impartant in its own right. By a repeition oi these stepe. we can athw& that if

F- ~P(m~n).. Q~rn~n) and R(m~n) are quantities (basicly nindlate M.atrix aleznents)

.1' such that

1.19 R (m-.-, n-.s) E2 P(m-.p,n-q) 0 (p-r, q-s)

with obviouis definitions for P(x, y)..4x y), R (x.- y)

1.20 R (X~,Y) P(xy)Q0(X, Y)

Our resulte are zo far formal only. Clearly if anl of the series involved in the

defivadoio converge absolutely there is no problem of existence, Thirs is too

strong a reqjuirement by far. For our~ purposes we observe that if a (p, q)

is a quantity such that

then afx..; exists "aimc~st everywhere". The sums in equations such as 1. 10

to define the function of x, y may hav to be replaced by summation processes.

The theory of these f -r double Fou~rier series is complicated and will not add

to our physical insight in the present context. It is possible to justify. what

" ,112!]
-ý r
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we are doing quite rigorously under quite non-restrictive ass~umptions,

however, the mathematical techniquies involved are not at a-' QAcmentary andI ~> to a large extent not those uned in engineering work normally. For the moment

then we shall assume the existence of the functions involved beyond what can

be obtained from 1. 21.

g-" We shall call the functions of the xc, y coordinates we have thus introduced

array functions. Thus if Q (m, a) is any quantity defined on the array weA

define the array function corresponding to it as a function Q (x,y) such that

A 2Q (m, nh Q (x, y) e X ei

kffce nasuchas heyyield the sam~e result whenever the series converges

and ~x~) eist. Fom he ompleteness properties of trigonometrical

fuctos ~x ) suniqixel"dtrindams everywhere by 1. 2Z.

We hve n Ce curs ofthe preceding introduced voltage, cuzrent, impedance;

and dmitane arayfunctions. We zbserve that the mutual impedance

prpetis f hearaycollapse into one fucton 7(x, y). Iwecontinue

wit or rry wth:a~rone terminal premntiisnatural toconsider the

terinas a temintedin some resistance r and consider the traveling wave

r--resnttio _f t~econditions at the ternuxzaals. Using CL(p, q) for the incident

A-11
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1,2 (PI q)~ (P q) - b p, q)

(P,,) q) (a(, )+ ,o)

or in termsi of tzrray hmeitions

I (, y~ ~ (a~, y-b~x v))I

Nowa and b arecon-nact- ya scatteigsmtix o rflc.4-n coefficients

IsPassive). That is, we have quantities a (po, q) such that.

1.25 b (m,) S 'I'M p. n- q) a (p, q)

NOW suppose Only elemient (OD 0) is d1riven so thiat all other a (p, q) are zero.

Let the drive on (0, 0 )be unit incident power and, zero phase so a (0,0' L.

1. 26 a (X, Y)

A-12
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Furthermowre, we hove

1.27 b (m, n) S (m, n)

for this cat~e only. Now the total power reflected back ie:

and since the total incident power was unity there resulte

L.39 2

and hece byconidition 1.321 the S (x,y) array function exists. We can write

our function equivalent of 1. 25 as

1.s 30 b (x. y) =S (x. y) a (my)

and as long as we rmly have a finite number off a (J )pnorn zerc~b (x,y)

will exist. In fact we need not restrict ourselves thusly. Any drive such

that 1.3Z1 is sati afled and hence of finite total power causes a (zv) toexist and

hence b (x, y). In thia connection we mm~tioa &bat Parsivale Theorem~ for

Fourier Series gives us

i~A-
A-13
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a (P
1.31.~

arAd thus we can t`ornPute the total Power from the array functionsi. The total

reflected power Is then

Srr

1.1 and in short

1.34 ~I

Equations 1. 33 and 1. 34 are -ery im-portante.

Now we can obtain a. simple physical insight into the zneaning of tearr y

function a (x,, r). Suppoge for a moment we consie'er a~n hy-potffeticalk array of

isotropic radiatore with half wav* spacing on a iOquare grid. If a (p, q) ia tak~en J

'W'

AI
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-_1
11 in this array to be the current in the (p, q) ratdiator we can cornpute a hypo-

thetical far field pattern.. If we lat X be the cosine of the arngle bttwoan the

direction in which we are examining the field and the p axis of the array =nd

y be the cosine of the angle betwoeai tht dErection and the q axis then the far field

is given by

1.35 ~a(X.y '
* V, Thus for x ~+YZ :d I we can interpret a (x~y) as a ýar field, pattern ob~iried

by applying the a (p. q) as drives on an array of isotropic 2adiators with halff

wave spacing. For x +- y-> I we are r-ot so fortutate us-less we alElo our-

seles o hin o bemn, ec.at imaginary angles. Now inL isotropic xxray

beamsynhess bems t hagiary ngls ocurand in gueala

apparený incrt±ase is, the rtaccrive pocwer in the a~rtare 6%iaaly definec fin

terms of -euns of sqtutred cz~rr,ýtsA. This is held to be w!adesirable. Vie shallU

be able to S-..ve ~n-oz c precision to &Ils line uf thought an-T- indeed habaU flad that

power izom the hypotbetkcal array ;5caittertdd or radiated into these imginzxy

Cirectionr dote have a adelterictte effec~t oa array perform~ance for real e!lermenU,

We .;a interpre t a (x, xr) as a pattern obta.rPed i-romn a second hypothetical array

of ieot~opic radiators, this tie on tii, waie grie. as the original array. In

this czae lell ia 1-s the zdireztion co;gine to the a axis an-i v be t~ie cosine -to +he

q a.-ds then the hycthetical field iis

F-R-M- --- -I
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are the element ISPIcing. and im the Mwavelensfth Again we

1.37 FuV) ma U~ V~

MC I as case 3iace the spacing is usualaly greater than one-half wavelength

we find gra~ting lobes which ariae since a (z, y) is periodic. at(x, y) thus beco. e s

the patte~'n af an array of isotropic radiators with the same spacine as the

Original array butt with scale factors supplied to tlle direction cosinnes. For

roefmerce we Wzite explicitly

There is thus a quite natural corresponden~ce between the spa cial directions in

K ftmt of the array and the arzay function variables. Also, for referer~ce we giv

the traneformatlon equations from spherical polar cc,,rdinater into the u, v

eysetm. Let 0be the angle between the radius vector and the normal to the

plano of the a~rray. let 8 be the azimuth angle measured from the first axis.

A-16
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1.39 co0 1

tan e

and for th~e element of oolid angle

1.40 sinO e.0 d a d 0

zm in a mixed tayttem

1.41 d!

We shall also give the tranwioriatiozi frorni the spherica.I oytem ino x, y

coordi-iates. They are

1.43 .-

1.44

IE A-17
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Because of the close analogy betweena the array functions and patterns and

between array function variablen and apae directi-3n cosines we suspect

an iit4 rte nmection between -radiated patterns from the array with compli-

cated elements and the ar~vy functions. We shall see that this is an

Btov proceetting to gpecific analyses of array element problems, we wish~ to

irWirt vu' thi- fundamental property of the array functions vmhich is that they can

t~o manipu'Ated exact-'; I.Ake sc~$zr imnpedancec. Thus with on',ý terminal on

the antenna element the relationshipo of c.hani_. -ninal impedance voltage

curzent, etc. iire julst the same as for !) single terminal except th-it th.! quantities

are array functions. 1f there are N terminals on the element then equations arise

which are those of N..ternminal theory e._ý,pt that again instead oý numbers we

have array £-unctloris. TIhus we would in the case of N terminal antenna elements

deal vrith N vectors ard N x N matrices whose termis are array functions. The

comrwatativit-y iaduced on the infinite array matrices (which make the array

function approach possibleI^) does not a-aply to these finite inatrices of course.

In fact, one could write Maxwell' S Equations in terms of array functions ob-

tained from the field quantities. We shall find the ;erm of an element synthesis

procedure herein.

The array functions would be functions of th~e frequency as well if finite banad-

widths are con sidtred. Mo e generally they could be functwions of ti:me. In

this case the aaalogues of impedances etc. become linear operators. Linear

operators can be turned into array function Operators. A treatment of tranzient

A- 16
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array behavior can be atarted from this basis.II

j ~Finally~, the treatment )f finite arrays can use array fu. ctionz as a starting

point., The technique it wýlves integral equations which repiesents a corap~l-

cat Lan; on the other hand, the structure of the array 18 built fn, so to speeak.

An alternate approach to finite array questions is suggested by array funiction

thec..ry. This involves defining a sort of finite array function. Just its

ultimately the array quantities were made to be ftncti.;ns of the elements of a

VK translation group and the array functions obtained therefrom so for iini-.e -arrays

formations which leave the array atructure invarient. An anialogue of the

array functions can then be. constructed depending upon the theory of group

characters. Whether or not this appraoch is fvaftful ;a unknown.

In the preceding we have ser up rather elaborate mnachinery for studying

antenna alray problems. In the next chapter~s we must show that it does in fact

"4 ~meet the promiaez set forth above.

-N
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B2 the Prec~aing chaper we [jet up the theory of array functions for an infinite

&W1s&a o ~ant .. We did not, however, mention anything about the radiationI

fiel a' the '-ntOnma elczaent themselves &-3though we did intoerpret sjome of

tba incident wave array functions in terrms of radiatiom- patterns from hypo-

thetcal anr'aya of ivotropic radiators. We shall start out with the barest

=Minmmof iufarmatiorn about far-fields. We shall define a far-field field

Iatity at a single frutquency as one which

a.I afntino the drcinfrom tecenter of the ara face.

'h. If the arra origin (including generators, etc) io translated

Ly tr~ansltion (p, q) the quantity is multiplied by

c~. Is a linear fnction of the incident waves. impreesedI voltages, etc. at the antenna terminals.

An example night be the voltage in a test & ple at a ve.yget(nni)

-digitance irom a fixed point onthe array plane. For (tach direction from the
I fixed pan ediatance and oinaonr prescribed but need not be constant,

By 3Virtue of (c) V is the qz.ntity then for an ixncident wave on the terminal

OZ e1OM~at (1D q' Ulen

~ -~ A-20
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and hence we have the existence of Sahta

2.3j Fr ay abitaryQ,~g (P j drive assignment we have then for the field

quantity produced

~~PP

.4 U

v where the quantities on the right of the last equation are array functions. We

can introduce -x and y as direction coordinates by using 1. 38 and W. i in~

-- TR- ý

A , P

VIM~
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we have k,

2.6a.

~>Writing a Dnrcitasterisk fo cmlex~v conjugates (adjoin± .if the

are vector or tensor quantities) then defining

AA

the it fwe have
abtesquared abouevalue for!P

4S ..... A-2?
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For example, if were the voltage on a test antenna 1thon P wouild be

proportional to the received power on its termin'I's. 'Ua. a~ are two different

drive assig-nments then we have for the ratio of the squa-ýed tie~d quantities

2.9 Vc '

The ratio of the squared field quanatities in a direction whose cori-p-nding

x arnd y are given by 1. 38 is then proportional to the square of tiha,~o:

value Of the ratio of the corresponding drive array function~ii We re-ir~k th A-t

no assumptions as to passivity, reciprocity, etc. have been made ~Ai

array. We shall assume only one thing.

(d) Let the array be such that for any finite incident power at

.the terminals the reflected power is finite. (in practical termei

it doe s-'t oscillate)

This is sufficient to guarantee the existence of P- scattering array function

S (x, y) by Chapter 1.

Now for a reciprocal lossless junrction we have the scattering matrix for two

Rv terminals

A-23
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SR C4:

rOe"Asetring CIn Ccession from termninals3I transmission of -erigth

(ra&clans) at the reference imnpedance ofte'rminals 1, a trnsformicr of equiva-

Ilent ratio WP )and a transmission lineof lenagthg atChe refevernce

isIa an the jucinis suha opresent tt termnin:h 1

imIped~ance of then when terminals I are inatche~d to their rtfý.vme

#41-4
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FLV7
where ~?is the reflection coefficien~t of rwith respect tw r.

~f
- We can arrive at any desired source impedance at terminals by inserting

j a tran~sformer as above and placing a line of lersgth,a suitable /~at

impedance between the transformer and the terminals r Therefore

we may write, taking OC as zero.

2.14

5& IAr

where the sign of the root must agree withS

Let us reassign 'he sub script 0 to &.e antenna terminals and let be the

reference imnpedance fc- which a scattering function S. (9P) is de-Sned.

Let us further assume that the terminals ~.of the juxncticw lhave referenace

imipedan~ce and are connected to this antenna termL-mie, At

any one element then we have (ignoring elemen~t arguments)

- thfi first of equa.tions 2. 10 can. be written then

e ~A.-25
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Nhrvw4f wo sam junction is attached to all elemtents thug hngn the

ternwination of themnall in like lashion we may passa to array functions and

but

> :j and hence

7119 MO

NowIf 8igieele'~et goo) isi driven &-rough the junctio s we ha': o

corresponding~ drives at the antenna terminals

A-2 6
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cince a, (x, y) I in this case for unit drive* We can uow uss- ?..6t con'um

the field due to unit d&ý<,z on the array' za ieen oau th'DUPT% jPxictloua and Nence

the array terminated with the new impedance -with eetocof*tI

with respect to the old0L

A. ~the result is simplyj

H-owever, we do not need to use this directly to conlpate the ratio of squ~r I
field quantities but may use Z. 20 directly in 2. 9 witb obvious ýciimg oi a-do-

T JL1

2,2A

-- 2 -V~i9*'

I I<
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ftfs that three m1 'easurements with different driving souirce imps-dances

of the aquared field qniantity' are taken and two ratioa are determined for points

in the field corresponding to some range of (x,, y). Then in general 2. 2 3 will

P.U4,,w us to determine S ( x~y) in this range of (Y, y) for these impedances.

Takzing one of the source imnpedances as the reference (actually its real prt

if comnlex) we can compute the and #6for each of the other two~. The

toratios (as fun~ctions of (x, y) in the range) yield two equiations of form 2. 23.

Thee anbe sleingerlfor VO and Soadhnc/ehv

Inthe particular ca~se where the reference imped-ance is r. the second r

A i _t he tbird obtain~ed from rg by inserting a one-eighth wave line between the

antenna terminals and the terminatiozu oi characteristic impedance I the

exiplcit resUlt is

U-2
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We th- r-ade "ta fte4atdsi . 4t .2 r ucin

ýixaioov~iA- directioni&3 th*, refltectio-a quantities as array

To~ comnplete thas par,, of the pictu.re we may use0 ýe first of sqv-7tions Z. 10

a ad ob taii via L~ I5S

Z. 29 a f~

ý"A~ t'Žence from~ 2. Is a--nd 2. 19

2.30 ý6 fc, )tI

or ualag 4. 14 -ý-d allowing fcr CCthe line length iv:nM the transfr.,rrner to the

A-30
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o r n nk
2. 3z

Since OC can be fo~id to lead to any source imnpedance whatsoever, we

~iI find that the scatterng array functicmt~A f known for or~e source impedance is

I'fyi;known for all.

We may fo~rmrulate our conclusions thus far as follows: i'
Let the ratios of the absolue values of a far field quantiy be mneasured amoang

the fields resulting from a fixed mnaximnum available power signal applied to th~e

terminals of an eleij'ient in an infinte a.-ray for three 4fiotinct rource impedancesI

whose ratios are not all real. Let for etch measurernezit all of the other elementI

tez-minaln be termina.ted vith an impedance equal to the souxce impedance. Let

these ratios be determined for a range mi li-ection, then flue Scatteering array

!unction s (x, y) can be computad for the (n,~ y' correspondJn~g to angles within

this range and !or any souzct; impedance.

A-31
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~~ce~he~e~tein~ ar~yiun do~ deterrnius the. impedance properties

th~arrythe deterr 'naiOn is Of 1ozn, importance. The isiteresting

Ah b9'"u# :rVQUlt tbat no &Gumptiong ,) passivity or reciprocity

~q ~do.,Thalimitatiovo efthis raothod for a complate determination is
that the wange o~f (xr V? correspondlaq. to all j--- .may not span theý

Va NfX , +' It IwiU howvevei,, span
tte twilo of the (x, y) square most involved in the L'Tlpedance properties

of be&=.. To ace this., conseidsr 1. 33, namnely

aad suippose a (x, y) are drives which produce a concentr.ated beam. By the
__ discusoian of Chapter I of the relationship5 between a (x, y) and the beams

pr.~uced by azrays ol isotropic radiators with a (x, y) as dri~es, and theJ ~ ~~~~relationasbl', implied for~ a full pattern by 2. 6 and 2.8 aking ~tefl

vector far field, namely multipL'cation of array power pattern b,~ element

power pattern, a (x,, y) reproezS'ts a concentrated bezm in x. y space.

~r~dre~approximately

MC (
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_ AIIwhere '~ ocorrespond to the bearn poLt±izag an~gle. Noting that thra
incident power is (1. 31)

2. 35a C.f ~ (~~~f

we have

In a real sense we can r'-gard Pref as watted power and hence we desire

Z be a mnl. 'Fu~r therm or e, if P ref ia small enou~gh

then since it is total reflected power the iniiviibua~l terminals w*l be matchied.

We may also consider equation 1. 34 which in

A~~ I Z~.36 ~(
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Wihtele ewitmnts px;iu esrbdao.- nefciv.Tu h

r ?o-rn ea ich that the aphaaen tdrmvn pin ~ t L-a@c atlowly varyingald refathe

Coam I: goad etougheso.tated a f the, y) lesimeicntly dffte arent areiven zero e

onyinte ne righborhaood ofh, the p o%~ulrinti. pargle, thoen itr is obviouslyen

ahol dsixble fore toa br whaic o~ rrvayihn i~rn~n the ncahbohoea reaive tVo Voo
No uthel sall yu cory)resodn ao beam pegonfinting anglesiare Inthe rhneg ionfr

whc tx y hentt m asourtman t.mehniqe discragdidf-~ibed aboy isefcie 0 qTusto the3

mand gremeU vintiwul yield iniorrnaetioa4as to th-aeqto abiit of Ctimarra tcxýep .form'

2,r be4n souch2 th~at ti;'3s -he aarent divi~ngpont iteac at he taip ,e rmttinal remain

inkcntent mat athe ea is) "tercIfr'Z af the4- eleentflte array are; givenhr

ahul ininealo that :c c4-,~f themathed-eltiv to~flix 76 r'o,-
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c,.,,.rts) and thcn fVnd the impedance transformation to yield the best match for

the scan region in question. There are convenient geometrical ccnstructions

fara ca be s

T~e esuts aoveillustrate the pwro h ra ucinaayi nams

VVeaegenerally interested in array behavior before anyamplifiers are intro- 4

duce andshall consider passive arrays iin the sequel.

T~ -we have a coliection of radiators and field sources located entirely within a

reino pcthen subject totIArdain odtin i.4 f i

a radLius vect~or frori-. fixed point in spa~ce., r is its magnitude, 1)ite unit

6ii-ection vector so that - r then the field vectors ~ .in

suitable units satisfy

-j- r

Q 7)rAl c

ui,.i.'hrmly in all direcriona;, then a far field exists. That is to -ay, t-mxr

exist,3 a vactor field dlefi'ned oja the unit- sphe~re auch m~ati i

A-35a
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FOt ifo niws th rat 3 t he a eix1rsencet of such a farw fiel aeno bier prve. h

area in which this breakdlown of proof occurs ~ntroduces the quese of surface

-waves. Such waves cant t on a lyriodic structure. No ec1kurface wae

terminial@ of the elements, and te which do not. 1hose w~4ch prod.uce no

A-36
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rea~ttonsi or. antenna Lermtnr31 czr b~e ignored aince then they cannoct be excited R

by drives on the ~in-als, We caur tiier-fore resVirt our conaideratio~s to

_____ ~those aurface wavee whL:b present reactions to at le~ast one eet of terminale. ~.(5

If all of the terr-iinalz are Varmiated with terrninationt wvith f~z~te, noa-zara,

pocitive real parts, than no p-±re~y transerse surface wavea can be propagated

R --which possesb reactions or. the term-inls. Thia can. be deduced frorn con-
-~ Iservation of energy c rn side ratons. For poasible -'adial wavev excited by sa

e~emnt~ *~e it'atn is more complex. Ingeneral, the exictence of such

waves implies that combina tiona of --- ietan be excit-d so aast produc-e

transverse waves not cozipled i5 %44e ei01 t ±iz~ ~ohrei~et hr

ia impossible for transverse wavesao For certain isolzted 'Iequencies, radialR

waves may ce possible but pot for a continuoue rang-.

This givee a clue as to why t~e existance of the acatterinr, array Axnetion was

easy to prove with mild hypc~theses__ airce in general no surisce waves are

excited by. elements when all are renistiveiv ttermimte& Such in not necessarily

the case -With reactive termination*,

We then may aesert that for finite resistive terminiations the effective far fieldV

of an infinite array is the sumn of far field-O &:ociatcd withi each elaenvet &An

-~ that the far fitld vector is a far filid quantVty a-- earlier definzd.

49
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The range of integration ia oi course over just Ch*ýt set of x, f or which

the cos as defined by ,44 1& real. We define a now paowr derwity fwý3,ioU I
~~-1)by

This is just the original power densityr mi 1Aited by a on theag o

a rray grid spacings and the angle of directioni. The integradon izr2.43 can be

written

Now all of our array functions are periodic and it w1 becnein ohve

zi field anguilar power density, with similar behavior. We can obtain &his by

defining a grating lobe sum Ž. by

2.46 A V
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the the - ~t includes all snon sero terms. It iseaailystsen to

in At, The torm 51girav lobe sum Is aatuxral. If we insert the

4;4,

P1ow fo opacins aifacently large and bea~m anglee sufficiently large so th*,-

gvfr 1*taaIpr these !*booe occur ea.;ct1]r at the u. v gihen by the terma

Wths suam 2. 4?, Hance, the name grating lobe sum. The grating lobe surn

~ of a ptwer deas' 1y for ai given d~irection io then the sum of the power dznaities

In al of t~e di *ctiona ior which beama would appear for an array of isotropic

o~iators the same grid as the given array when the unritrm beam is steered

In the gii'on d~rection. The 1nteeral in 2. 45 can now be written

Focr cA aybity~y drive a, (x y) we have '15

~% Q
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= P

ahere thf or (, y can be .c*r •ut 34 te 1a.i l71be oum 6lcr I

aWe may pick a x, y) arbi@il' • A i .s ht.e pi v 2, 51 h IccUa(., yc),

oP 2- IC , -zn,

~~Z I I
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Thus for the lossiess cas ;, the scattering array function magnitude can be

obtained from the radiated power angular density. The determination is com-

plete aince by 2. 44 V', is defined over the whole (x ) space in terma

of the values over that portion corresponding to real angles.

A n•..ber of conclusions were Erawn froin 2. 52 in Bn earlier :eport. 14ost

important waa that for small 6, 'x, y) outside of gratiug lobe zegions ths

power pattern fkr. one element had to approximate

i~t22.53

This could be used as an element pattern criterion for measurement if absolute

gains can be measured. It does not, hov% aver, tell the whole story from one

pattern since the phase is not determined. If a second me-surement of power

pattern with a second terminating resistance is made, the singil power ratio

obtalnee, would yield the phase by 2. 25 since i So is already known from the

absolute power measurement. The crite ion is then the constancy of

and as before.

Now from 2.414, 2.46 ard 2.52 we can infer t~hat for a lossless array I

for all (x, y) not corresponding to real directions. ( (x, y) is restricted to the

rectangle - I ). For a grating lobe coirespondng

PA-42



to ra, imaginary direction of beam lies again in an imaginary direction. Thus

for this caee our previous determination in termn of power ratios can be corn-

pleted as far as S0 I " is concerned to include the whole x, Y plane. As

result, our three paa.teri measurement allow.,i for a complete determiration

of the total r?flected power properties of the array for arbitrary drives by

using 2. 33. Furthermore, bounds can be placed on the unknown part of the
waves reflected at any terminal by 2. 36 since waves and hence 7 -

in the region for which the phase is unknown. The fact that in order that this

unknown part be small, the isotropic pattern must be small in the unknown

directions shows that excessive power in imaginary directions for the Z:ypo-

thetical array may adversely affect the impedance properties of the real array

as stated in Chapter 1.
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3. Som.e -Elvment Co~nsid e rations -Svnthecis

In Chazpter Two we showed how for infinite arrays of lossless elements the

impedance properties were essentially functions of the element patterns in the

array measured at several terminating impedances. We required in general

4 patterns at more than one impedance in order to establish thle phase of the

scattering array function. The traditional approach to these problems~ has

been to measure patterns for one impedance and to measure th--e mutual irn-

pedances or couplings between elements. Furthermore, almost never are the

patterns absolute so that at the best only the constancy or lack thereof of the

magnitude of the scattering function for one impedance can be deduced.

The attempts to chara~cterize large or infinite array behavior on the basis of

measurements on small arrays of mutual impedances are doomed farom the

start to failure. Supposing that all patte-rna and nimtuals in the small array were

just exactly those of the large array the measurement of any reasona.'ble number

I of mutual impedances or couplings i-a not sufficient to detern-ine any of the array

fun.ctions correctly. The variou3 array functions arise a-- I-3urier series

with the coupling quantities as coefficients. They aze nur in general absolutely

convergent series. The magnitudes of the coupli).g q,'.antities (impedances, -

admittances or reflection coefficients) drop off about as the inverse square of

the distance between elements on a ground plane. Now unless they drop off

faster than inverse square uniformly in all directions except for some finite

number the rseries do not converge absolutely. In this case, the approximation

43-
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of the eeries by a finite .unmber of terms may be po:; no matter how s9nall

dte ina'vidx-at neglected te-ms are. One could check the approximation as

.ar as magnitude is -oncerned by a measured pattern; however, the phase
r

question is sAll vexatious.

The situation is bad enough whcn mutual reflection coefficients are measured.

It is worse when mutual impedances are involved. The scattering function

must converge a. e. , the impedance array function may become infinite, It

does this simply wherever s (x, y) I.

3j ~ro

*3.

Furthermore, s (x, y) is a. least integrable square, 6 *', ,-) need not be.

We shall find that it is pos6sible to make statements about s (x, y) for finite

samples of infinite arra--s; no such statements seem to appear for -

The impedance function has its best use in connection with elements for which

the inverse distance and inverse distances squared dependencies can be obtained

theoretically. Then for a large enough distange the remainder c4 the series is

absolutely convergent and one may use measurements on smaller arrays to

obtain estimates of the higher order terms and the near neighbor contributions.
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We can use the array f•,..¢on rnethod to aynthesize elemencs -.f certain kinds

whicb have optimum impedance proper~ties fcr given scan dc-rains. To see

how this may be donre, suppose that we have an array of elenm.rntb with two

ter•id•als aact, We desire L'j terminate the second terminal wlth a reu.ctance

so that the result•ing element has the beot impedance propertcs.

For two terr.n-,.l per element we haave in terms of array functions, fuppreasing

the (x, y) arguments

we remark here that if reciprocity is aesurned, we have

3.5 5)L.S

A-1;6
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Equation 3. 3 represents the way in which our array functions differ from

salar reflection coefficients. From 3. 2 if we terminate terminal two in a

::actance of reflection coefficient ~j ~then

and hence from the second of 3. 2

and finally froLI' the first of 3. 2

3.8

We therefore have for the scattering array func don of the single terminal

J element thus obtained

3.9 1e 2-~1 KI &

P 1,P~ and Si4. are known a can be picked to optimnize 549 by

whatever criterion is to be employed. It is useful to express this process in

A-A
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Fcrom is pon of tiee wmen e ca n r egardc~e 2If 271,L asc fuvn c thensfprmtr
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dipole as that of pla'zirg a reactance in series with its center. Suppose now

we calculated the self-irnpedd~nce function -if a grid of dipoles and the mutual

imnpedance function between two grids, one in front of the other ar a function

of the additional parameter of spacing.

& Let these ~for the self-impedance function adf

\.he mutual function. First we may introduce a ground plane by representing

the anteana as two planes of dipoles with a spacing equal to XC where c is the

dipole ground-plane spacing. The dipoiera are driven out of phase in this r~--

presentation then if e-, (- refer to the foward plane and - *-'to the

rear.The equivalent of 3. 10 is

3. 13

auid hence the impedance function is simply

3. 14C2-P

From 3. 1lZ, we could evaluate an S(x, y; d) and from this the powe.: pattern

and impedance/ scan behavior. I1t should be pose-ible in particular to optiMize

-Z the dipole/ grour.d- plane spacing fo a given range of scan anigles.
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Suppose now that we consider that tihere is a parasitic dipnle also present with '
distance C2 from the ground plane. In te~rma ci their voitages and currents

2

where XZ is the equivalent reactance for change of length.

For the im~pedance fnc-tion of the comnbined antenna.

We can thus investigate the imp~edance and pattern properties as a function

of spa,&ngs and l.engths using 3. 16. A useful, technique would be to plot

for a set of (xc, y) in1 th-e scan range on a !Zrth chart for various values of

C. C~ and XZ. There is no particular difficulty in the extensicn to N dipoles.

Implicitly the varilation of grid spacings has been ignored. In practice the.?-

are also functions of these. This technique also extends to other types
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It would seem worth while to comrpute the for a rp-ang of grd pecings

and reparations and the ?5for the samne r.-,nge -af separations. Rationalt

(Hastings type) approximates should then b:! gornd sw that iast computer sub-

routines for their calculation are at hand, It would then be feasible to computeO

L ontim-urrn dipolle arrays for various nurn-bere, of parasitic clements with

respect to impedmcc properties or some specific pa,,.tern properties. These

eleme~nts would undoubtedly byevv bette7 i-n lax-g- arrays than clernents dereig-ned

to behiave well Isolated, then inserted iia an. array wi~th a hope that the good be-

havior will continue,

The utility of the a-ray fw..ctian analysis li1es £Sis-st in requiring otily a. limnitedI

number of fu..nctions to determine a variety of arrays andi soecond. in the facrt

tiiat the sy~ncesis is carrIed out in the array itself and the question of isolated

versus ar:rav behavior does not arise.
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C 3
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G 7
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J 10
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m 13

N 14I
0 15
p 16
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S 19
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MASTER CARD

PART I

INFORMATION LOCATION OF KEY

AUTHOR'S NAME

First Letter of Last N,-me: 33 to 38; by digit number of
the alphabet, using 33 to 3b
as last digit, 37 as 10 aud
38 as 20.

Second Letter of Last Name: Li to L6 as above.

JOURNAL CODE

Title by Assigned Number (See Index
of Notching Codes): 5 to 16 (Inclusive)
Volume Number (01 through q9): 17 to 24 :
Issue Number (01 through 99): 25 to 32
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Last Figure (Year): L9 to LIZ (Inclusive)
3rd Figure (Decade): L13 to L16

KEY by SINGLE NOTCH (if subject
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Single Element: RI
Array: R2
Elernent Spacing: R3
Scan Limitatiot. R4

TYPE of POLARIZATION
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Circular: R6
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Type Other Than Those Above: R5
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NO. OF ELEMENTS R13 through R16
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10 through 49: 1.'4 50 through 99: 3.

100 through 499: 4.
500 through 999: 5.

1000 through 2499: 6.
2500 through 4999: 7.
5000 through 9999: 8.

10, 000 and more: 9.
discussed but no values provided: 10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

FREQUENCY RANGE R17 through R20

Up to 299 MHz (inclusive) 1.
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8. 2 GHz to 12.4 GHz - X Band: 5.
12.5 GHz and over: 6.

7,
Discussed; but no Values Provided 8.

9.
10.

13.
14.
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GAIN LI7 through L20

o - Z.99 db: L,
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6 - 9. 99 db: 3.
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30 db and greater 6.
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13.f 14.
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SGreater than 10%: 5.
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